Potential Regenerative Capacity of physiological serum, L-arginine and IGF-1 on Skeletal Muscle
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Abstract

In post–mitotic tissues such as skeletal muscles there are no significant cell replacements throughout life; the cells sustain local damage through its pool of specified stem cells. Muscle satellite cells are mononuclear cells that remain in a quiescent state till be activated; when they proliferate and fuse with muscle fibers to donate myonuclei, a process necessary for post-embryonic growth, hypertrophy and tissue repair in this post-mitotic tissue. Modern trends in using (autologous) biological agents in initiation of regenerative process encourage us to evaluate the efficacy of some of these agents. In this study muscle damage was induced by cardiotoxin; followed by administration of biological agents; autologous physiological serum, L-arginine and IGF-1 as a stimulating factors of myogenic satellite cells to initiate the myogenic regenerative process. Our study refers to variable degrees of efficacy in stimulation of myogenic stem cells differentiation and the outcome of the regenerative process. Although the physiological serum had marked ability to stimulate MSC but high number of newly formed myotubules are split. L-arginine despite had delayed regenerating time, but more organization of newly formed myotubules was retained. IGF-1 had rapid effect but associated with considerable number of newly formed split myotubules. We could conclude that for perfect regenerative myogenic tissue not main just formation muscle fibers, but theses fibers must be organized and functional. Healthy functional regenerative process need synchronization of several agents should be considered.
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Introduction

Skeletal muscles are highly dynamic tissue so there are continuous cycles of degeneration and regeneration mediated by its content of resident stem cells (myogenic satellite cells) and directed by specific agents known as myokines (Chang and Rudnicki, 2014). Some of these myokines are secreted from the skeletal muscle which is known to play an endocrine role in the regenerative process (Pedersen and Febbraio, 2012); these myokines and other specific growth factors have either positive or negative effect on the myogenic process (Pal et al., 2014). Locally produced growth factors had an important role in the removal of necrotic materials in skeletal muscle after hazardous insult as well as its role in muscle fibers repair (Adams, 2002).

A successive regenerative process was established to be mediated by inflammatory cell infiltrations (mainly neutrophils followed by macrophage and lymphocytes), that begin 2 hrs post injury and aimed for removal of necrotic fibers in addition to the enhancement effect of macrophage on myogenic satellite cell through production of inducible NO synthase (Rigamonti et al., 2013); followed by activation, differentiation and fusion of satellite cells (new myoblast), and finally maturation and remodeling of the newly formed myoblasts with existing myofibers (Yin et al., 2013).

This study aimed to investigate in a comparative manner the effectiveness of some biological; autologous physiological serum, L-arginine and IGF-1 in the process of skeletal muscle regeneration through stimulation of myogenic satellite cells.

Material and Methods

Animals and muscle model of degeneration

Fifty- five male rats with age of 6-8 weeks were used. The tibialis anterior (TA) muscle was chosen due to its planter flexor role and not involved in body weight bearing. Animals were kept 15 days for adaptation with water and balanced ration ad libitum. All handling and treatment protocols were approved by research community of Animal Health Research Institute.

Chemicals preparation

Cardiotoxin (Sigma-Aldrich: Cat. NO. C9759); 10 uM of cardiotoxin was dissolved in PBS and stored at 4°C.

L-arginine (Sigma-Aldrich; P code: A809A); was freshly prepared by dissolving in PBS.

Recombinant mouse insulin growth factor-1 (IGF-1) (R&D system: Cat. NO. 791-MG) was dissolved in normal serum, a liquated and preserved frozen.

Sera were collected from apparently health rats with age of 6-8 week. Serum content of IL-1β was estimated as 109.7 pG/ml and IL-6 at level of 247.9pG/ml. Sera were a liquated and kept frozen.

M- cadherin primary anti-body (N-19, (Santa Cruz Biotch.: Cat. NO. SC-6740, goat polyclonal IgG), and secondary mouse anti- goat IgG-HRP (SC-2354) was used according to manufacture kit's instruction.

Protocol of muscle degeneration induction

Fifty- five rats were used for muscle damage induction through cardiotoxin injection protocol (Lepper et al., 2009). Briefly; animals were anesthetized and hair of right and left hind limbs were shaved, Cardiotoxin was injected, intramuscularly, along the longitudinal axis of tibialis anterior muscle belly; at dose of 100ul (cardiotoxin) / muscle sing insulin syringe into the right legs.
Treatment Protocol

One day post cardiotoxin injection 5 rats were anaesthetized and then scarified; another 5 rats (injected by Cardiotoxin only) were ethically sacrificed at the end of the experiment (14 day).

The other 45 rats were randomly divided into 3 groups, 15 animals /group as following; (a) Serum treated group (Cardiotoxin + serum), (b) L-arginine treated group (Cardiotoxin + L-arginine) and (c) IGF-1treated group (Cardiotoxin + IGF-1).

The investigated treatment agents were used in the following doses: serum at dose of 10ul each /muscle, intra- muscular (i.m) (Haddad et al., 2005), L-arginine; at dose of 225 mg/kg, intra- peritoneal (Anderson, 2000) and recombinant mouse IGF-I; at dose of 1.9 μg/day, intra- muscular (Adams and McCue,1998).

Treatment agents were administrated 3 times /week for 2 weeks; treatment began one day post Cardiotoxin injection.

Animals in the established groups were scarified; 5 animals (from each treated group) at the days 3rd, 7th and 14th of treatment, in each group. The tibialis anterior muscles of both treated and control groups were collected and fixed in formalin.

Histopathological Investigations

Formalin fixed paraffin embedded sections were processed routinely for H&E staining according to Suvarna et al., (2012). Further sections on positively charged coated slides were used for IHC technique using M-cadherin Ab, as an indicator for regenerated myotubes. M-cadherin/IHC protocol was carried out according to manufacturer’s kits instructions.

Results

Pathological investigations

Macroscopically; localized swollen and redness of tibialis anterior muscle, post cardiotoxin injection, was clear evidence.

Microscopically; the microscopic picture of degenerated muscles, at one day interval post cardiotoxin injection, showed hyalinized muscle bundles that appeared highly eosinophilic rounded bundles; there were inflammatory cell infiltrations (Fig. 1A) in addition to corrugated appearance in longitudinal section (Fig. 1B). At the 14th day investigated muscles revealed small callipered size muscle bundles with marked interstitial edema (Fig. 1C). Longitudinal section revealed damaged muscle tissue that loss organized architecture (Fig. 1D).

Fig. 1. One day post Cr injection.

Cross section reveals highly eosinophilic hyalinized degenerated muscle bundles; with inflammatory cell infiltrations (A). Longitudinal section reveals truncated muscle bundles which had wavy appearance (B). At the 14th day post Cr injection; cross section reveals small callipered size muscle bundles with marked interstitial edema (C). Longitudinal section reveals damaged muscle bundles that loss organized architecture. H&E X 200.
At the 3rd day; all treated groups revealed variable degrees of muscle regeneration. Cross sections of muscle in all treated groups; appeared atrophied, highly eosinophilic and separated by faint pink edematous fluid with inflammatory cell infiltrations; in addition to some characteristic features in each group; Serum treated group characterized by small sized muscle bundle diameters (Fig. 2A). L-arginine treated group had, characteristic, high incidence of centrally localized myonuclei (Fig. 2B). IGF-1 treated group had marked interstitial edema with moderate inflammatory cell infiltrations (Fig. 2C).

Fig. 2. Cross sections of treated groups at 3rd days interval. Serum treated group, muscle bundles characterized by small diameter with highly eosinophilic appearance and inflammatory cell infiltrations (A). L-arginine group reveal high incidence of centrally localized myonuclei in muscle bundles associated with infiltration of inflammatory cells (B). IGF-1 treated group, there is marked interstitial edema with inflammatory cell infiltrations. The muscle bundles had small size (C). H&E X 200.

Longitudinal sections of treated muscle bundles in different groups exhibited variable changes. Serum treated group; there was high incidence of fragmented muscle bundles (Fig. 3A). L-arginine treated group had truncated muscle bundles associated with moderate increase in the inter – bundles myonuclei (Fig. 3B). While IGF treated group revealed muscle bundles with small diameter and marked increase in the number of inter- bundles localized (vesicular) myonuclei (Fig. 3C).

Fig. 3. Longitudinal sections of treated groups at the 3rd days interval. Serum treated group, show fragmentation of muscle bundles with loss of striation (A). L-arginine group reveal truncated muscle bundles, with high number of inter- bundles myonuclei (B). IGF-treated group, there is high incidence of inter-bundles vesicular myonuclei (C). H&E X 200.

At the 7th day; evidence of regenerative process was exhibited in different treated groups at variable degree.

Cross sections: Serum treated group; the regenerative process gave high number of small callipered sized myofibers others appeared fragmented due to intra-bundles edema (Fig. 4A). L-arginine treated group revealed considerable number of regenerated fibers that had angular appearance and some exhibited eosinophilic cytoplasm (Fig. 4B). IGF-1 treated group revealed large sized myofibers with high incidence of regeneration in form of centrally localized myonuclei, other myofibers had small size with angular appearance (Fig. 4C).
Fig. 4. Cross sections of treated groups at the 7th days interval. Serum treated group; marked fragmentation of muscle bundles, most of them are angular with small diameter (A). L-arginine group, muscle bundles of both angular and circular appearance (B). IGF-1 treated group, less number of muscle bundles had angular or rounded appearance (C). H&E X 400

Fig. 5. Longitudinal sections of treated groups at the 7th days interval. Serum treated group persistence of features of degeneration in form of increase number of contraction bands, truncated muscle bundles (A). L-arginine group reveal high number of peripherally localized myonuclei (B). IGF-1 treated group, most of muscle bundles restore muscle striations, but some still appeared degenerated (C). H&E X 400.

Longitudinal sections: Serum treated group still revealing features of degeneration in form of increase number of contraction bands and truncated muscle bundles (Fig. 5A). L-arginine treated group; there were high incidence of peripherally localized myonuclei (Fig. 5B). IGF-1 treated group; considerable numbers of myofibers restore muscle striations, but some myofibers still showing features of degeneration (Fig. 5C).

At the 14th day; most of treated groups exhibited variable stages of regeneration with different degrees of restoring normal criteria. Cross sections: Serum treated group; the regenerated myofibers showed marked variations in their diameter with angular appearance associated with marked edema (Fig. 6A). L-arginine treated group; muscle bundles composed of regenerated small sized myofibers with angular appearance within a perimysium (Fig. 6B). IGF-1 treated group; restoration of normal muscle architecture was clear with few number of centrally localized myonuclei while there was marked increase in the peripherally localized myonuclei (Fig. 6C).

Longitudinal section: Serum treated group; the muscle bundles revealed less degree of regeneration; appeared fragmented and wavy. Some fibers still had features of degeneration in the form of swollen highly eosinophilic cytoplasm with loss of striations (Fig. 7A). L-arginine treated group; some of the regenerated myofibers still exhibiting highly eosinophilic cytoplasm, with increase in the number of peripherally localized myonuclei. There were some areas had splitting bundles (Fig. 7B). IGF-1 treated group; the regenerated myofibers represented activated satellite
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Fig. 6. Cross sections of treated groups at the 14th days interval. Serum treated group, considerable number of muscle bundles had angular appearance (A). L-arginine group the regenerated angular muscle bundles enclosed within the perimysium (B). IGF-treated group, there is high incidence of muscle bundles with peripherally localized and few with centrally localized myonuclei (C). H&E X 400 cells that arranged in form of rows of internal myoblast nuclei. Some fine myofibers having splitting appearance (Fig. 7C).

Fig. 7. Longitudinal sections of treated groups at the 14th days interval. Serum treated group, the muscle bundles appeared fragmented and wavy (A). L-arginine treated group reveal moderate number of peripherally localized myonuclei with areas of splitting bundles (B). IGF-treated group, high number of peripherally localized vesicular myonuclei associated with few split muscle bundles (C). H&E X 400.

Fig. 8. Longitudinal sections of treated groups at 14 days interval. Serum treated group revealed considerable number of regenerated, but fragmented and rarefied muscle bundles (A). L-arginine group the regenerated muscle bundles appeared rarified (B). IGF-1 treated group, the regenerated muscle bundles had variable sizes and almost normal criteria, associated with interstitial edema (C). M-cad / IHCX 400.

Discussion

As there are a myriad of extrinsic and intrinsic factors control signaling pathways leading to satellite cell activation, proliferation and differentiation, so in this study we compare the myogenic regenerating capacity of physiological serum, L-arginine and IGF-1.

The time course was selected to capture the initial response including; inflammatory
and degenerative events (1 day), the peak of inflammation and degeneration response (3 days), primarily structural and functional muscle recovery (7 days) and typical muscle reconstruction periods (14 days) so we could be able to cover all crucial stages of regenerative and reconstructive stages (Warren et al., 2007 and Przewoźniak et al., 2013).

In the present study, one day post cardiotoxin injection the degenerated muscle fibers exhibited manifestations of hyalinization and lyses; that is characteristic to myotoxin effect (Shi and Garry, 2006) in addition to intense inflammatory cell infiltrations. In serum treated group, IL-6 level was compatible to the local infused dose investigated by Haddad et al., (2005) and simulating the serum content in response to exercise (Benatti and Pedersen, 2014).

It has been proposed that IL-6 (Steensberg et al., 2001), IL-1β (Cannon et al., 1986) in addition to tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) (Febbraio and Pedersen, 2002) are produced by skeletal muscles, in response to strenuous and prolonged exercise, to maintain the metabolic homeostasis of lipids and proteins; and to stimulate myogenic satellite cells proliferation and thereby help in the regeneration of damaged myofibers and /or muscle hypertrophy.

Histopathological investigation of serum treated group indicated a low grade regenerative capacity. At the 14th day of treatment; despite the angular shape of (regenerated) myofibers, treated muscles still showing features of damage in the form of short fragmented muscle bundles which composed of eosinophilic thin wavy myofibers; that represent unhealthy myofibers (Buono et al., 2012).

IL-6 as a known myogenic factor had 2 distinct effects; under some pathological conditions, IL-6 may lead to muscular atrophy (Tsujinaka et al., 1996) on the other side (at skeletal muscle tissue level) IL-6 may promote the proliferation of satellite cells and their incorporation as new myonuclei into existing fiber syncytia (Cantini et al., 1995). This effect depends on the level and sustainability of IL-6; Low levels of IL-6 can promote activation of satellite cells and myotube regeneration while systemic chronically elevated IL-6 lead to skeletal muscle wasting (Belizário et al., 2016). IL-6 activate Stat3 signaling pathway that regulates satellite cell behavior, promoting myogenic lineage progression through regulatory effect on gene expression of myogenic differentiation 1 (Myod1) (Serrano et al., 2008 and Tierney et al., 2014).

Another item of the serum was IL-1β. IL-1β (alone) had a stimulation effect on nuclear kappa- β factor (NF-kβ) activity and thus increases the muscle cell proliferation through increase in the mitogenic activity of satellite cells (Otis et al., 2014). While systemic elevation of IL-1β had catabolic effect on skeletal muscle through its effect on IGF-1 pathway and hence decreasing in the skeletal muscle protein synthesis (Adams, 2002). The end evaluation of serum elements ability to regenerate damaged muscle, revealed defect in the regeneration process than the ability to stimulate satellite cells activation

Regarding to L-arginine treated group; the regenerated muscle bundles (at 14th day) revealed small sized highly eosinophilic myofibers with angular appearance. This eosinophilia could be attributed to protein synthesis and expression of embryonic myosin heavy chain (MHC) that aimed in the regenerative process (Yin et al., 2013). The small sized myofibers could be warranted to migration of the proliferating satellite cells (Yin, et al., 2013) and their
failure to fuse together with end clusters of small caliber myofibers within the same basal lamina (Charge et al., 2002). We also detected considerable number of peripherally localized vesicular myonuclei that refer to myofibers maturation due to activated satellite cells (Przewoźniak et al., 2013).

The effect of L-arginine could be attributed to its denotation of nitric oxide (NO). NO is a diffusible small molecule which can freely pass through cell membranes (Anderson, 2000). Production of NO is mediated by nitric oxide synthase (NOS) that produced from damaged or stretched muscle basal lamina, macrophages and fibroblasts (Bogdan, 2001). Nitric oxide activate matrix metalloproteins with release of hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) ending by activation of quiescent satellite cells (Tatsumi et al., 2006 and Yamada et al., 2006) with subsequent its migration and incorporation in the regeneration process (Collins-Hooper et al., 2012); in addition to its role in tissue remodeling through its inhibitory effect on transforming growth factor- β (TGF-β) so inhibit fibrosis during muscle regeneration (Darmani et al., 2004) and hence improve tissue remolding (Yin et al., 2013), these facts were clear in the results of L-arginine treated group.

IGF-1 is one of the most important anabolic factors involved in skeletal development and regeneration (Florini et al., 1996 and Clemmons, 2009). IGF-1 is secreted by liver in 2 isoforms; mechano- growth factor (MGF) transcript and IGF-1 transcript that incorporated in tissue maintenance through regulation of protein synthesis.

In post-natal stage; IGF-1 is involved in the activation, proliferation, and differentiation of satellite cells (Hill and Goldspink, 2003 and Mourkioti and Rosenthal, 2005) to preserve skeletal mass maintenance so it had been implicated as a central regulator of muscle repair and modulation of muscle size. There is evidence that locally produced (autocrine/paracrine functioning) IGF-1 may be important in skeletal muscle regeneration process as IGF-1 demonstrated an increased immunoreactivity in the cytoplasm of myoblasts and myotubes as well as in satellite cells during muscle regeneration (Barton et al., 2002).

The incidence of centrally located nuclei was highest in IGF-1 treated group; that indicate to regeneration of damaged myofibers (Buono et al., 2012), associated with increase in myonuclei migration at the bundles' periphery, that refer to further myofibers maturation; these observations supported by findings of Przewoźniak, et al., (2013). This migration process is mediated by M-cadherin, a cell adhesion molecule, that upregulated in activated satellite cells and help in its anchoring and/or migration (Irintchev et al., 1994). While the longitudinal section, revealed localized areas of fibers splits; Schmalbruch (1976) attributed it to the newly formed myotubes that formed by satellite cells to replace damaged fibers (early step for regeneration) and displaced the surrounding endomysium; while Charge et al., (2002) considered it as a defect in the regenerative process, in which the differentiated satellite cell (s) attach to one end of the existing myofibers with incomplete fusion of the regenerating myoblasts into the same basal
Ligation of IGF-1 to its receptors initiate a cascade of both extracellular and intracellular signals (Barton et al., 2002) to stimulate the process of muscle hypertrophy and/or regeneration via a cascade of cellular signals including; induction of cell proliferation and increased translation with net end of enhanced protein synthesis machinery (Barton et al., 2002).

In the present study locally infused IGF-1 group revealed accelerated regenerating response, this anabolic effect agrees with findings of Adams and McCue (1998) who explained that potential effect by increasing MyoD expression and activating satellite cells. Furthermore, Pelosi et al., (2007) added that IGF-1 down regulate the proinflammatory cytokines, in injured muscles, so it helps in tissue remolding. So, we suggested that IFG-1 had a dual effect in the myogenic regeneration; through modulation of the inflammatory effect with down regulation of TGF-β, so inhibit scar formation (Barton et al., 2002), secondly through initiation of satellite cells activation, proliferation and differentiation (Musaro et al., 2001).

Conclusion

We could conclude that IGF-1 had an accelerating regenerative process (but incompletely successive), L-arginine had perfect but delayed myogenic regenerative capacity; while serum treated group lead to defected regenerative process. So, for healthy and functional regenerated muscle mass synchronized agents should be selected.
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